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Although the traditional eritical approach establishes the Mary-Laura 
relationship in Laura lngalls Wilder's Little House series as idyllic, the realism of 
the sister-sister relationship in these novels cannot be dismissed. Closer textual 
examination ofLittle House in the Big Woods, Litlle House on the Prairie, and 
On the Banks of Plum Creek indicates that Wilder was conscious of, and 
resJXlnded to, the subtle antagonisms which necessarily and naturally occur 
between any siblings, even sisters. These rivalous behaviors are typically misread, 
ignored, or overlooked by androcenlric critics, who do not recognize as valid the 
coonectedness between sisters and instead view such relationships as sentimental, 
fragmentary, or some fann of deviation from the male nonn. Laura's experience 
is often not accepted as realistic because it does not fit the male nonn. For 
example, Virginia L. Wolf, Professor ofChildren's and Adolescent Literalute and 
a Wilder enthusiast, insists: "'Nothing is quite right in On the Banks ofPlum 
CreeK'; the images ofdisorder and formlessness "introducing the demonic side of 
existence ... distort and fragment the ideal image of the flISt two books."l Such 
a negative assumpticn ofsibling rivalry as "disorderly" denies a natural occurrence 
among female siblings. Analyzed this way, Wilder's little House series appears 
deficient in its portrayal ofhwnan growth, offering instead a sentimental facade. 
On the other hand, applying a theory of sisterhood te\'eals an alternative 
understanding, offering a realistic portrayal of the Laura-Mary reJationship. 

Basic theory regarding sister-sister relationships cmphDSizes the 
importance and development of sister-sister relationships. Although the d).llwnics 
of sister-sister relationships fluctuate throughout life, sisters progress through 
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several basic sI:Jlges including mirroring, rivaling, and caretaking. And basic theory 
regarding any sibling relationships emphasizes the strong influence of various 
sibling pairings. High-access siblings are those siblings who "have often had 
intense involvement with one another and have played an important role in the 
formation of one another.'o1 "Similarity in age and sex" intensifies the sibling 
bond, increasing "access to common life events.'>3 The isolation of the Ingalls 
family through Mary's and Laura's childhood has drawn these sisters close 
together. High access siblings. Laura and Mary spend virtually all of their time in 
one soother's company; they sleep, wake, dress, cat, and play almost exclusively 
with one anotb:::I", thus acting as models for one another. Mentally, Mary is part of 
the same group as Laura herself. Because adults (Ma and Pal and babies (Carrie) 
constitute other, non-child groups, they are less relevant to Laura's psyehe than is 
Mary, so they will not be discussed as much. 

After initiaUy identifying closely with sisters, young girls naturally begin 
to feel antagonistie toward one another, especially during pre-teen years as they 
seek individually differentiated identities separate from sister and family. Thus, a 
new sense of self evolves. However, given their primary identification of self in 
conne:ction to others, "women portray autonomy rather than attaclunent as the 
illusory and danger quest'>4 Here, for females, there is a crisis ofconscienee-a 
conflict of values between separation and integration, integrity and eare. Laura's 
dilemma, likewise, involves her need to reconcile her rivalous feelings toward 
Mary with an intimale sense of coMection to her sister. Paralleled twice on a 
broader scale, Laura must reconcile her family's attitudes toward both race and 
gendec to her sense ofself. This tension affects Laura deeply, altering her thoughts 
mxl behaviors. It disrupts her sense ofselfas same, inviting a sense of self as other 
because she now has difficulty identifying with Ma and Mary-her leachers, 
models, protectors, and socializers. 

According to research, all sister-sister relationships feel the sting of 
antagonistie rivalry sooner or later/ yet sisters' 

lifelong rivalry is intrinsic to their chiseling of separate identities 
and., paradoxically, the fuel to their individuality. 

Forjust as the central tug between mothers and daughters is 
the need for dependence versus the pull toward independence, the 
pull between sisters is the realization of similarity versus 
difference. On the one hand is the comfort and familiarity of 
being similar; looking the same, speaking with the same voices, 
liking the same things. On the other hand-and partly in defense 
against the sameness ...-is a deep-rooted need to be different; 
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developing different values and stYles, talents and friends.
 
strengths and foibles. So the rivalry enhances the process of
 
differentiation and individuation, and in 8 profound sense is
 
therefore not a barrier to friendship, but in many cases, .Il.
 

necessary and natural part orit. 1S
 

Toni McNaron's article "Little Women and 'Cinderella': Sisters and 
Competition," presents "three specific patterns" of sisterly competition: 

(1) sisters deciding, albeit unconsciously, not to develop all of
 
their potential, letting one sister have the field in certain respects,
 
minimizing competition; (2) sisters bonding strongly al an early
 
age in order to resist family or olltside pressure toward
 
competition; (3) sisters simply competing. openly or indirectly.
 
for parental affection, peer approval, and worldly recognition.?
 

Shattering the misconception of non-eompetitive women, MeNareD shows that 
women, especially sisters, compete, but sometimes in ways which seem 
noncompetitive in androcentric terms. "Girls growing up in the same house are 
presented with ample opportunities to compete. Sometimes these are quite 
overt ... more often, the lures toward competition rather than cooperation are 
covert. even irtvisible,"s 

Interestingly, fewer examples of rivalry occur in Little House on the 
Prairie than irt Little House in the Big Woods, in which Laura has arrived at the 
fictional age at whieh sisters' rivalry should be most evident An investigation of 
this apparent discrepancy reveals that the incidents ofWilder's childhocxl which 
are recorded in Little House in the Big Woods actually postdated the events of 
Little House on the Prairie.9 Thus, an inversion of actual experience is played out 
in the ficlional setting in which ages do nol necessarily correspond to the 
hislorically ac<:urate sister relationships which are most dominant. 

In Little House in the Big Woods, Laura had not yet left her wocxled 
homeland; her concept of the world remained unchallenged. Early in Little House !
on lhe Prairie, however, Laura is "forced to examine a larger part of the world 
than she has before acknowledged as beirtg part of her own,"l0 notes Janet Spaeth, 
the foremost Wilder scholar: 

The enormous lake stretched flut and smooth and white ull
 
the way to the edge of the gray sky. Wagon tracks went away
 
across it, so far that you could not see where they went; they
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ended in nothing at all. ... All around the wagon there was 
nothing but empty and silent space. Laura didn't like it. ll 

While living in the Big Wc:xxIs, Laura perceived the outside as cold. 
lonely, and unsafe and the inside as snug, cozy, and safe. In her new prairie 
perspective, the sky seems bigger, the land larger. and "suddenly Laura and her 
family seem smaller."l~ For example: "On the whole enormous prairie there was 
no sign that any other human being had ever been there. In all that space ofland 
and sky stood the lonely, smaU. covered wagon. And close to it sat Pa and Ma and 
Laura and Mary and Baby Carrie, eating their breakfasts."13 Laura fmds 
coosolation in the face of the awesomeness of the prairie by assuring herself that 
all the securities ofhome are present and that life continues as usual. However, as 
she reconciles herself to the prairie through her daily adventures within it, Laura's 
sense of«seIfemerges from the sheltered security that dominated"14 Little House 
in the Big Woods: "All around them, to the very edge of the world, there was 
nothing but grasses waving in the wind.... Laura was very happy. The wind sang 
a low. rustling song in the grass.... Laura had never seen a place she liked so 
much as this place."15 With the prairie as the catalyst for her new growth, Laura 
experiences a self fused with nature, rather than solely with her sister Mary. Tbis 
new sense of self does not abolish all connection with Mary; rather Laura 
establishes a new sense ofconnection, perceiving self in opposition to Mary. 

Shauering the myth of quaint and hannonious prairie·family life in Little 
House in 'he Big Woods', Lirtle House on the Prairie. and On the Banks olP/urn 
CrT?ek, "the disagreements between the two sisters are a major motif in the Little 
House series,"16 even after Mary's mueh romanticized blindness. Fullest 
Wlderslanding of the antagonistie aspects of the Mary-Laura relationship comes 
from wxlerstanding the conl.ext in which the rivalry is played out, a context created 
by family roles, birth order, parental expectations and behaviors, and the 
influences of the sibling sub culture. 

As McNaron lD'gte:S, "parental influence plays a crueial role"17 in whether 
sisters grow up feeling a sense of hurtful or helpful rivalries: 

Ifone or both adults encourage bonding between sisters, then the 
sisters are mueh more likely to fmd ways around or through the 
temptations to rival each other. But if these same adults 
discourage, however subtly, real connection between children, 
then the girls succumb all too easily to the readily available 
invitations to compete. An obvious extension of this pattern 
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occurs when parents thcm:seIves model competitive behavior in 
their own interactions within the home or in the outside wcrld. 18 

I 
I 
·1 

Although Me and Pa model ~mpetitiveness by competing in the arena of 
providing for tlrir daughlfn19 and Ma insists that blondes must wear blue ribbons 
and bnmettes must well' pink.23 for the most part Laura and Mary are encouraged 
to bond. The parental expectations of friendliness and cooperation poses a 
problem, though. as Laura and Mary naturally m<,...e into an antagonistic 
rela1i.cmNp. The conflicting dcsiR:s of being good (and receiving parcnl81 favor) 
andofbeing true to self pose adilernma roc Laura and Mary. To manage feelings 
of rivalry, they consequently establish JX)lari.zed personalities and split-parent 
identification. Dividing lhe flllllily's psyehological goodies this way lessens din::d. 
competitive threats. 

Despite parental influences, sooner or later any sister-sister relationship 
is bound to fecI the string of jealousy, resentment,. unfairness, and difference, 
Laura and Mary are no exception. Pi!, Jack (the family dog), and Ma protect Laura 
from the external world, but "within the little hOl.JSe, her security is somewhat 
threatened because her sister Mary is SO much better than she, i,e., neat, ladylike, 
and blonde. ''21 Law-a perceives herself as having none of these traits. Sibling 
deidentification, or potariz.alion, is a method of reducing sibling rivale)·, and high. 
access siblings such as LaUfll and Mary "deidcntified significantly more than" 
other sibling pairs.22 ThciI deidentification.. then, becomes II coping mechanism for 
ffiilintaining a sense of self without desb"Oying a sense of conne:cledness. 

Typically, in any sibling pair obvious physical comparisons begin the 
process ofnatural differentiation. Despite enjoying their deep similarity, Laura and 
Mary need to recognize and difl"erenliate self from other- "anything to secure the 
sense of a separate and valued identity.''23 Frequently, sibling comparisons, 
"whether made by othen or the self, were nol merely descriptive but 
evtlluZltive-they translated qualitative statements into value judgments.. 
<Bet:t:d" may bedefincd by lhe standards ofa significant other or those internalized 
by the self0>24 For example, because I...auru had grown in a sense ofconnection with 
Mary (sister as self), her need to acknowledge self has long been suppressed. 
Laura's dilemma between separation and connection, self and other, passion and 
duty, sl.etns directly from her fanner mirroring of Mary. Returning from town Ul 

!.ittle House in the Big Woods, after misbehaving and ripping her dress, Laura 
compares herself to Mary: 

Nothing like thal ever happened to Mary. Mary Wl\S II goOO 
little girl .....ho always kept her dress clean and neat and minded 
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he" manners. Mary had lovely golden curls, and her candy heart 
had a poem on it [Laura's did not]. 

Mary looked very good and sweet, unrumpled and clean, 
silting on the board beside Laura. Laura did not think it was ...8IC. " 

Even as she was looking at Mary as the girl she would like to emulate with the 
clean dress and niee manners, Laura is resentful; she "did not think it was fair:02l5 

Now, as Laura has grown in a sense of self in opposition to Mary, her need for 
connection has been denied. This crisis of conscic:nc:e is Dot fair; she wants and 
needs both separation and. connection without feeling selfish or naughty.21 

Such evaluative differentiation occurs when Ma fosters Laura's envy of 
Mary's golden curls by sending Laura and Mary to meet Aunt Lotty, whom Mary 
smugly questions: 

"Which do you like bea~ AWll Lotty," Mary asked. "brown 
curls or golden curls?" Ma had told them to ask that., and Mary 
was a vay good little girl who always did exactly as she was told. 

Laura waited to hear what Aunt Lotty would say, and she felt 
miserable. 

"I like both kinds bes~" Aunt Lotty said, smiling." 

Ma places Aunt Lotty in an wllav<nble position, but the aunt handled the problem 
gracefully. Nonetheless, Mary brags to LaUl1llarer that day that "AWlt Lotty likes 
my hair best, anyway. Golden hair is lots prettier than brown." Then, because 
Laun1 has been taught, tacitly, that golden curls an: quaiitatively more wortby than 
brown, "she reached out quickly and slapped Mary's face.''29 After Pa punishes 
her, he points out that IUs own hair is brown: "She had not thought of that, Pa's 
bair was brown, and his ~ ..... brown, and she thougbl brown was a lovely 
color.'''30 Such identification with Pa bears significance. As Laura deidentifies self 
from Mary, she identifies more &equently with Pa. 

"The ttouble between Laura and Mary goes deeper than just hair color, 
however, for theirs is a basic opposition ofcharacter."}l Mary is always obedient., 
never naughty. She identifies more with Ma., prefers indOOB, likes to sew, wears 
her sunboonet, likes to study, dislikes prairie travel and life, and freezes in 8 crisis. 
Unlike Mary, Laura is impulsive, which &equently leads her to disobedience and 
naughtiness. She identifies more with Pa., prefers outdoors, hates to sew, resists 
wearing her sunbonnet, dislikes studying, relishes prairie travel and life, and acts 
quickly in a crisis. Wolfgently describes such opposites in Little House in the Big 
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WoodY as "carefully balanced; polarities ... suspended in bannony.'Q2 
Acknowledging psychologic.ally realistic behavior. Lamb and Sutton-Smith 
describe such sibling poIariZJ1lioo as. defense to the "Cuin Complex" (the normal 
eoolli<t und h.tred engendered by sibling rivalry) und suggest thut by poluriring, 
each can express herself through contrasting activities and attitudes. 
"Unconventional" Laurn can feel superior to Mary "in originality or spontaneity." 
while secretly viewing Mary as too good, and confIned. "Conventional" Mary, on 
the other hand "can feel superior in responsibility or dependability, secretly 
viewing [Laura) as wild or explosive."n For example, in On Ihe Banks oJPlum 
Creek when Mary must ventme outdoors to pick plums, Mary accuses Laura: 

"I declare, you eat more plums than you pick up," ... 
"I don" any such thing," Laura coutradicted. "[ pick up every 

plwn I eat." 
You know very well what I mellll," Mary said, crossly. "You 

just play arOlmd while I work." 
But Laura filled her pail us quickly us Mill)' filled hers. Mill)' 

was cross because she would rather sew or read than pick plums. 
But Laura hated to sit still; she liked picking plums.H 

Because Laura completes as much work as does Mary, she need not feel 
inadequate for her plwn-pic:king skills. In fact, Laura can smugly revel in working 
ouidoors, which she enjoys, as she comes to understand that Mary is as misentble 
outdoors as Laura is indoors. 

Similarly, we see the contrasting reactions of Mary and Laura to the 
adventures of traveling across the prairie. As the family crosses a creek, "Mary 
lruddIed down on the bed She did not like fords; and she was afraid of the ~hing 

water. But Laura was excited~ she liked the splashing."H As the creek rises, 
endangering the family, "Mary hid her face in the blanket again. but Laura rose up 
further.'>]6 Skillfully, Wilder uses '"but" in the descriptions of Mary's and Laura's 
opposite behaviors while using "and" within descriptions of their mirroring 
behavior. 

Moreover, Laura's behavior is typical of second daughter beha,.. ior. The 
second female ehild "seems to have greater problems .....ith feminine integration.," 
often wishes she were a boy, ranks "low on the index of traditional femininity and 
the narcissism index," and is more likely to choose masculine models?? It is 
realistic. then, that "Wilder portrayed herseIfYoith some consistency as the family 
rebel," contrasting Laura unfavorably "Yoith her sister Mary, who ......as 
temperamentally calm and quiet. "JIl 
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Mary has more deeply int<maIi2o:l parental s"",dards than Laura. Fceling 
as though she will"never catch up"" with Mary, young Laura often experiences 
herself as "naughty:' and any comparison with Mary intensifies this. Ma and Pa 
Ingalls are. however. aware of the temperamental differences between the sisters. 
Before Mmy and Laura receive 8 gift in Little Howe on the Prairie, Laura beats 
Pa with her fists, begging far her present, while Mary sits with her hands folded 
in her lap. Pa slowly opens the package, conunenting, "You fIrSt, Mary, ... 
because you are so patient.:>40 Similarly, while traveling to Kansas, Laura is tired 
of riding in the wagon and. wants to set camp for the night, even after Pa says no. 

"I want to camp now! I'm so tired," Laura said. 
Then Ma said, «Laura" That was all, but it meant that Laura 

nrust oot canplain any more out loud, but she was still naughty, 
inside. She sat and thought complaints to herself. ~l 

Unlike Mary, quietly endwing covered wagon travel, Laura's usually active body 
dislikes remaining in the cramped confmes. Pa's nickname for Laura, 
"flutterbudget," reflects his acknowledgment ofl..aura' s active personality. 

Another "naughty" rivalry scene occurs after searching the Indian camp 
for colored beads. Mary generously offers her beads to Came. 

Ma waited to hear what Laura would say. Laura didn't want 
to say anything. She wanted to keep those pretty beads. Her chest 
felt all hot inside, and she wished with all her might that Mary 
wouldn't always be such a good little girl. But she couldn't let 
Mary be better than she was.42 

As the girls string beads, Laura thinks to herself that 

perlJaps Mary felt sweet and good inside, but Laura didn't. When 
she looked at Mary she wanted to slap her. So she dared not look 
at Mary again.... And often after that Laura thought of those 
pretty beads and she was still naughty enough to want her beads 
for herself.41 

Laura resents Mary's apparent unsel.fi.shness, and she resents having to behave like 
Mary. But, this alone is not a problem. Laura's dilemma is rooted in guilt over her 
lack of care for Mary, the sister who is so like herself-yet so different. 1be 
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dilemma between passion and duty makes Laura feel naughty, as in "The lndians 
Ride Away" chapter: 

Laura looked and looked at the Indian children, and they looked 
alher. She bad a naughty wish to be a lillie Indian girl. orcourse 
she didn't really mean it. She only WlIDted to be bare in Ihe wind 
and the suruihine, and riding one oftbose gay little ponies.44 

In 0. the Banks a[Plum Creek, Laura, sccn:tIy disobeying Po, goes to the 
swimming hole in Plum Creek and nms home after confronting II badger. "All that 
time, Mary had been sitting like a little lady, spelling out words in the book that 
Ma was teaching her to read. Mary was a good little girl. Laura had been bad and 
she knew it. ... But no one had seen her," Laura feels "worse and worse" with her 
secret. "Everything was beautiful and good, except Laura:"'~ Kathryn Adam 
reveals that "Laura realized that there were additional behavioral expectations 
placed on her because she was a girl. ... Throughout the books we find Laura 
chafmg mildly against those reslraints.'-46 But, Ma and her daughters must 
acquiesce to the standards of femininity, including maintaining fair skin, despite 
living and working in the frontier sWlShine. Laura, however, "waged a childhood· 
long battle against wearing sunbonnets," and as Laura entered her teens, the same 
battle extended to corsets, bustles, hoops, and knee-length hair-more 
infringements upon her freedom. 47 Note that Laura's rebellious questioning ofsuch 
gender restrictions in dress and behavior directly opposes Mary's unquestioning 
acceptance. Wilder uses the aun-bonnet as a symbol for this restriction: 

Laura', sunbonnethWlg down her back. She pulled it by her 
strings, and its sides came past her cheeks. When her sunbonnet 
wason she coold onJy see what was mfront oCher, and that was 
why she was always pushing it back and letting it hang by its 
strings tied around her throat. She put her sunbonnet on when Ma 
told her to.4lI 

In contrast to Mary, Laura enjoys the scenery and life of the plains too 
much to restrict her view or her behavior. Wilder shows that other articles of 
fenrinine clothing and standards of feminine behavior also restrict Laura. The 
sunbonnet blocks her view; co~ts restrict her breathing; sewing restricts her 
activity; the rigid social defmitions, which Ma espouses, restrict her freedom by 
demanding passivity and submissiveness. Laura thus frequently steps beyond her 
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gender bounds, something Mary does not do and somcthing which increases the 
subtle antipathy between the sisters. 

"Mary's helplessness as the eivilized and ladylike character in the 
family'>49 comes to the fore several times throughout the series when juxtaposed 
to Laura's ability to act in a crisis. For example, while the family lived in Indian 
Territory in Kansas, the chimney catehes rue when Pa is out hunting. While Ma 
attempts to tear down the chimney from the outside. Ll1IU"a "sees one big blazing 
stick [roll] on the floor under Mary's skirts. Mary couldn't move, she was so 
scared." Shown in direct contrast to Mary's helplessness: "Laura was too seared 
to think. She grabbed the back of the heavy rocking-chair and pulled with all her 
might. The chair with Mary and Carrie in it came sliding back across the floor. 
Laura grabbed up the bwning stick and flung it into the fueplace just as Ma came 
in."50 Laura begins to view the polarities between herself and Mary and to resist 
the social and gender constraints for which Mary's (and Ma's) behavior stands, 
despite her strong need for parental approval. In separating self from siSler, Laura 
also separales herself from her gender. 

Adam reminds us that "in spite of the constraints of feminine dress ... 
Laura was active and adventurous. She helped Pa in building the claim shanty, 
look care ofchores for chickens and cattle, and earried water and wood for Ma."51 
In The Long Winter Laura even helps Pa harvest the hay fields, despite Ma's 
reservations: [Mal did not like to see women working in the fields. Only foreigners 
did that. Ma and her girls were Americans, above doing men's work:>52 
Interestingly, as Laura prepares to help Pa harvest hay, Mary and Carrie offer to 
complete Laura's ehores for her: «Mary offered happily. She was proud that she 
could wash dishes and make beds as well as Laura, though she was blind."~] After 
a back-breaking day of field work, «Laura was proud"54 even though her arms, 
back, and legs ached. The last time Laura "was proud to be helping Ma" was in 
Little House in the Big Woods. Pa had gone to town, so Laura helped by holding 
the lantern while Ma completed the chores--still man's work. One scene in On the 
Banks o/Plum Creek is rather telling. Laura helps Pa fix the dugout roof. Pa says: 

"There's nothing like help when a man has a bigjob to do." Pa 
often said he did not know how he could manage without Laura. 
She had helped him make the doors for the log house in Indian 
Territory. Now she helped him carry the leafy willow boughs and 
spread them in the dugout.55 
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According to Adam, 

ina family ofsisters.lLau:rn] functioned by necessity (and often 
,.1 by preference) as her father-'s "right-band-man" in the arduous 
i tasks of homesleading. The family's his1.Or) and Laura's role in 
I it meant that she livc:i a liCe typical. and in a few ways WJique, lo 
I westem pioneer women. 56I 

In helping Pa, Law-a learns of ber own strength, and human potential; she CllIl 

contribute significantly in ways other than housekeeping, valuable u that may be. 
"Laura's identification with her adventurous and creative father, and his muwiIolly 
high regard for her and her abi.lities was one source of her confidence and self. 

5' 
I esteem.'>57 At the same time. Laura's emergent and masculine individualism 
•	 reflects her purposeful separation from a sister who embodies aU she is oot, the 

epitome of femaleness. 
Laura's idcm:ifu:ation with Po is not unusual. "Split-parent idcntificatioo, 

like sibling de.idcntification, is a defense against sibling rivalry. .. With each 
sibling in the pair ident..i1ied with a different parent, neither child need feel that thei,

.j other is favored by a s~ial relationship to the puents."58 Or, split~parent 

i identification m3)' result from 4 "complimentary 'split the ehildren' defense on the 
j , part of the parents.... Each parent can have one ch.ild who seems to prefer him or 
• her when competition arises'~9 Typical of the oonstellation of female sibling 

1dentiflCstion patterns, Mary identifies mostly with Mil, Illld Laura identifies 
mostly with Pol. Establishing "favorites" of this sort reduces the stress of sister
sister rivalry by earving equal lerritory for each siSler, allowing for re(ati"e 
friendship within lhe framework of rivalry. 

Ench of lheserivally coping mechanisms, dcidentificaLionlpolarization and 
split-parent identification, may hinder the full development of siblings. That is, 
sISters may manage competition by agreeing "albeit unconsciously, that no one of 
them will try to do or be everyt}Urtg.''!\(1 Instead sisters polarize and live halfof a 
life vicariously through their sibling's experiences. Thus, sisters can become very 
close, However, this pattern can quickly become vet)' limiting as "there is a 
tendency to focus on the label instelld of the whole penon, so that what emerges 
is iI 'type' rather than II multifacer.ed human.''61 Such a pattern is especially acute 
for females, and since rivalry is socially less acceptable between sisters t.han 
between brothers, sisters are more likely to utilize these coping rneehanisms. This 
c.1oseness may be mistaken for incomplete separation, although it is an effeetive 
mode or interaction as sisters fmd managed rivalry freeing, whereas unbridled 
opposition can be stifling.~: 
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Laura is perplexed by the conflict of being true to sister or self. Laura 
loves her sister, yet feels naturally competitive toward Mary as she keeps Laura 
from fulfilling her own emotional needs. "Between sister 8D.d sister, the ccnlraJ 
struggle is the comforting yet threatening realization of similarity versus the 
threatening yet comforting need for difference, the fascination with the mirror 
versus the lure of the opposite, adventurous unknoWD..'~ 

Indeed, Laura has grown; her last perception of the little house on the 
prairie ("The snug log house looked just as it always bad. It did not seem to know 
they were going away'>64) is more mature than her perception of the little house in 
the big woods ("The shutters were over the windows, so the little house could not 
sec them go'>65). Her sense of familial connection has matured; she now 
understands thallove and security exist within (and travel with) the web of fantily 
and do not reside solely within the little houses. Realizing that her security stems 
principally from the familial bond and not from a sense of place, geography, or 
locale, Laura is freed to express self in open defiance of sister as self. She then 
moves toward differentiation. Thus, On Ihe Banks ofPlum Creek, the subsequent 
novel, most fully demonstrates a realistic view of sister as rival. 

While Wolf aceurately asscrts that in On Ihe Banks ofPlum Creek 
"experience replaces vision as Laura's actions rather than her view of the 
landscape occupy Wilder's attention.," she inaccurately labels this as a shift "from 
the myth to the ad"'enture story." An "adventure story" implies that Wilder is 
writing romance. She is not. Laura's angcr and naughtiness are not "experiences 
of disorder and fonnlessness," as Wolf contends.66 Rather, they are 
psychologically complex and realistic emotions experienced by a growing female 
child as she struggles to expand a sense of self without destroying a sense of 
connection to others, especially her sister. 

That "nothing is quite right in On the Banks ofPlum Creek," as Wolf 
stales, is correct, but not becausc "the circle does not structurc the novel," as she 
charges.'l61 Rnther, Law-a's disorientation from sister as same to a reorientation of 
sister as opposite portrays a realistic feminine dilenuna concerning issues of 
connection and separation. Laura has fully separated self from other in On the 
Banks a/Plum Creek, hence her lack of concern for safety. 

As a child, Laura attempted to emulate Mary's behavior. But Laura gained 
littlc satisfaetioo from such behavicr bttallse Mary was too gcxxl. So when Mary's 
goodness weakens, Laura steals Mary's show, so to speak. For instance when the 
family needs a team of horses but cannot afford both Christmas gifts and horses, 

paration. although it is an effective Ma suggests that the girls give up their gifts so that Pa can buy a team. Laura 
rh:aJry freeing, whereas unbridled notices that "even Mmy, who was always so good, did not say a word" Later that 

evening, Laura expresses her wish that Pa buy horses as the family Christmas 
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present. '''So dol!' said Mary. But Laura had said it flrst.'''l\8 The next Christmas, 
Reverend Alden surprises the enlire parish with gifu doIUltcd from his more 
wealthy parish. Laura responds, "Thank you, sir" but immediately compares 
herself to Mary. «For when she ~ speak, ner marmer'S were as nice as 
Mary's.'>69 

Emulative of parental behavior to a tiring point, Mary continually seeks 
favor .from Ma by chastising l...aunJ.'5 behavior. During a spring rain shower Lama 
ruDS outdoors in her nightgown,. thoroughly enjoying her view of the "roaring," 
"swirling," "fearful and fascinating" creek "Suddenly Ma jerked Laura into the 
dugout, nsking her 'Didn't you hear me call you"'" And Mary exclaims, "I'm 
surprised at you, Laura. I wouldn't go out in the rain and get all wet like that." 
Unhampered, "Laura was glo\\ing warm. She had never felt so fme and frisky," 
and responds "Ob, Mary, you just ought to see the creek\"10 Another time, Mary 
and Laura are left alone while Pa and Ma go to to\lrTI. Mary attempts to curb 
Laura's behavior: "\lyneo Ma's not here, you have to do as I say because ['m 
older." Laura responds that "Ma can make me, but you ean't" and darts outdoors.71 

Mary's smug responses to Laura's unbounded behavior could be int.erpreted as 
mothering (Ma probably views them trus way), but these remarks are more likely 
a vehicle for enacting her antagonism toward Laura's self-assertive freedom. 

Laura's rejeclion of Mary's opinions as valuable criticism is apparent 
elsewhere in On 'he Banks ofPlum Creek. For instance, when Laura and Mary 
begin school, Laura becomes friends with Christy, another girl who dislikes 
sunbonnets. After Nellie Oleson's rude behavior at a buthday party, Christy says 
to Laura: "I wish you'd slapped that NeUie Oleson," and Laura shares her plans' 
"But I'm going to get even with her. Sh! Don't let Mary know I said that:>n 
Keeping a secret from Mary is new assertion of self for Laura. Rejecting Mary's 
code of behavior, Laura seeks a more salisfying jus lice, of which Mary would 
clearly disapprove. After the revenge (Laura leads Nellie into a leech-ridden 
stream), "Nellie was still mad. Laura did not care. Christy squeezed her and said 
in her ear, 'I never had such a gOCKi timer And it served NeUic right!' Deep down 
inside her Laura felt satisfied when she thought ofNellie."7J Laura's sense ofright 
and ",Tong has exceeded the boundaries of Mary's morality. Laura does not feel 
"naughty," as she used to when she failed to meet Mary's standards. Rather, she 
is content, salisfied '\\;th herself, and assured thaljustiee has been sen.·ed. 

Their antagonism continues even after Mary's blindness. lnterestingly, 
blind Mary spurs the opposition more often than not. Probably seeking Ma's 
affirmation or attempting to avoid her sisters' sympathy for her illness, Mary 
denounc<;:s even Carrie's behavior: 
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"Don't fidg~ Carrie, you'll muss your dress." 
... [Carrie] flushed misenhly because Mary had found faull 

with her, and Laura was going to say, "You come over by me, 
Carrie, and fidget all you want to!" 

Jwt then Mary's face lighted up witbjoy and she said, "Ma., 
Laura's fidgeting, t001 I can tell she is, without seeing'" 

So she is MIll)'," Ma said, and Mary smiled in satisfaction. 74 

Laura feels the keen sting of MaJy's indictment, then quickly feels "ashwned thal 
in her thoughts she had been eross \\ith MaJy." Howeo.'er, she mildly asserts her 
own antagonistic response by moving her seat next to Carrie's.H 

Because "Pa had said that she must be eyes for MaJy,"76 Laura sees out 
loud for MaJy, describing the aelivity and landscape about them. Yet, even this 
role becomes a stage for demonstrating sister rivalry. Usually Mary appreciates 
Laura's efforts; however, she engages any opportunity to contradict, correct, or 
otherwise coWlSel Laura: 

The road pushes against the grassy laod and breaks olI short. 
And that's the end of it," said Laura. 

"It can't be," Mary objected. "The road goes all the way to 
Silver Lake." 

"I know it does," Laura answered. 
"Well, then I don't think you ought to say things like that," 

Mary told her gently. "We should always be careful to say 
exactly what we mean." 

"I was saying what 1meant," Laura protested. But she could 
not explain. There were so many ways of seeing things and so 
many ways of saying them. l1 

Another time, Pa takes Laura to the railroad worksite so that Laura ean see for 
herself how the road is built. She is impressed with the "movement ofmen and 
horses in such perfect time that she could almost sing the tune to whieh they 
lOOVed" Laura "did hf,. best" IOlell Mary about everything she had seen, but Mary 
only said, "I really don't know, Laura, why you'd rather watch those rough men 
working in the dirt than stay here in the nice elean shanty. I've finished another 
quilt patch while you've been idling.'>'18 MaJy's accusation is quite Wlcalled for 
considering that Laura's outing was parentally sanetioned and supervised. 

MIll)"s smug gratification with her behavior, especially when compared 
to Laura's, continues even in 'DIe Long WinTer. As a yOWlg adult, MaJy confesses 
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that a1~ behaving was her way oC"showing off. I wasn't really wanting to be 
good''19 Here the realism is perhaps more noticeable to the reader, since rivalty is 
considered less rcmantic in the flIst place, but this realism. is precisely what some 
critics O\ierlook:. 

Spaeth, the only Wilder critic to n:cognize and acknowledge the sibling 
rivalry ofI...aw-a and Mary, da:lares that «intensely alert, Laura is always listening, 
watching, absorbing. The reader knows how she feels, which is frequently not lhe 
way good little girls are 'supposed' to feel. She is spirited and can be angry. 
naughty. mvioos--aU very real emotions, thus milking her cbaractcr multifaceted 
or multidimensional and always interesting.'>110 

I 

The myth of romanticism is established because Wilder communicates 
"the complexities of personal, rsororal], familial. and national life ... in such a 
way as to never gain dominance over the image of the nurturing mother, the 
protective father, the shared meals and special occasions, and most ofall, the little 
houses " .. Though the text itselfsbatters the myth by giving to the bouse as many 
ambiguities as it gives to the prairie," among others.11 "Beneath the analysis, the 
inner debate continues to sizzle: the pervasiveness of similarity versus the deep 
need for difference, the passion to separale versus the deep need far eloseness.'''2 

The romanticism c:anmonly accepted by critics as Wilder's principal approach to 
the relationship of Mary ond Lauro is, in fact, not supported by the t:exL9 
themselves. Specifically, the lextsUttle House in the Big Woods, Little House on 
the Prairie, ond On the Ranks of Plum Creek point to particular aspects of 
adversarial relationships between real sisters. 
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